School Rules

- Show respect to self, others and school
- Follow instructions.

**TO MAKE OUR PLAYGROUND A HAPPY AND SAFE PLACE WE:**

Play safely and sensibly

**NO** school hat – play under Area A shelter

Only walking on cement (run on the grass – walk on the cement)

Place your rubbish in bins (bin it DON’T drop it!)

Red lines mean out of bounds

**NO** large balls in Area A – DEFINITELY NO RUNNING!

Touch footy and soccer only in Area C/D

Keep to pathways when moving around the school – WALK around gardens

**NO** equipment – eg. balls skipping ropes etc. in Area A before school

Always turn off taps and bubblers

Toilets are not for playing

Music means stop playing – MOVE to lines

Wait quietly in assembly lines – be ready to listen after the bell

Play in a supervised area – can you see a teacher?

Hands off – feet off other children

Include – DON’T exclude others from your games.